Introduction (Start Here)

Ground Rules
Derelict iRPG is a game. It's meant to be fun for
anyone who plays it. With that in mind we want to
make sure we are creating a safe space for
everyone to explore their imagination and grow
their creativity.
•

PG-13+: Derelicts can uncover some pretty
gnarly Truths. That's what the game's all
about. But avoid topics extremely graphic in
nature such as rape, torture, and intense
gore. If you touch on these subjects, do just
that - touch on them and do not go into
details. Keep the cussing and other crude
language to a minimum. The occasional 'FBomb' and other flavorful words are more
than welcome, but don't make it a regular
part of your vocabulary. If for any reason
you are uncomfortable with a Post or Reply,
simply Report it to DA by clicking the three
vertical dots on the upper right corner of the
Post and select Report Post. DA will review
the Post and either remove it or request that
it is edited for appropriateness.

•

Be Nice: Seriously, just get along with your
fellow Derelicts. We're all here for the same
thing.

•

Be Creative: Don't be afraid to create new
and interesting ideas, Leads, and Truths in
your Posts. You as a Derelict have the
agency to make the world what you want.

•

Read the Rules: There aren't many; and
familiarizing yourself with them will help
create a vibrant community of Truth
Seekers. In order to be accepted as a
member of the Derelict community you must
have read these rules. When you sign up for
an account you will receive a message from
DA with the following question: "What is the
First Truth of the Resentful?". You will find
the answer somewhere in the Core Rules
section. Your account will not be approved
until you reply to DA's message with the
correct answer.

Derelict is a unique interactive storytelling
experience that uses weekly podcasts to give
players clues, tasks, challenges, and plots to
interact with. As a player you are part of an online
community that helps drive the action and move the
plot forward through forum posts. Each week,
forum posts will be compiled and resolved in
another podcast episode.

Using the Core Rules
Section
Before you begin your journey into the world of
Derelict, make sure you familiarize yourself with the
Core Rules in this section of the forum. We'll keep it
pretty simple, but it's important to understand how
you interact with the game, as this is an entirely
new concept for many RPG players.
This section is broken down into the following
topics:
•

Introduction - You are here already.
Congratulations, Initiate.

•

Setting - Learn about the world of Derelict, a
world not so different from our own.

•

Character Creation - Here you will learn
how to create your Derelict and understand
the different Levers and Traits that make up
your character.

•

Finding The Truth - Learn how to create a
Post and how actions with a Post will be
Resolved.

•

Ground Rules - General community
guidelines that we should all abide by to
make this a safe and inclusive community of
storytellers.

•

Glossary of Terms - A compilation of the
words, acronyms, and other weird language
of a Derelict.

Once you have read these topics you are ready to
create your Derelict and join in on the story.

The Setting
It's a world not that different from the one you live in
today. In fact, you might say that the world you live
in today is the setting of our little game. Don't be
fooled, though; there is a difference. What that
difference is, well that's for you to decide.

widely regarded among The Resentful as one of
the founding members of the organization. For
years though, he has been completely off the radar
until very recently when he hijacked The Closet
Gamer's website and podcast feed to bring
awareness to a matter which he believes is of the
highest importance.

Derelict is an Alternate Reality RPG
Alternate Reality Games, or ARGs, are interactive
fictional narratives that unfold in the real world [read
more on ARGs]. You will interact with the story,
characters, and plots with the assumption that it's
all happening in the world as you know it today. Life
for a Derelict is as mundane and monotonous as it
is for you. At least its supposed to be.
As a Derelict you belong to a clandestine
organization known as The Resentful. It's not
really clear if The Resentful is even truly an
organization, more than simply a label people give
themselves to tell the world they are searching for
something. Much like the hacktivist group
Anonymous, the Resentful is more of an ideal, than
it is an organization. Even then, such ideals are
fluid at best; what may be a core belief of one
Derelict may be completely counter to that of
another.
It is generally agreed upon that the name The
Resentful stems from the belief that Truth is an
inalienable right to everyone, and the reality of
sometimes unattainable Truth leads to bitterness.
Similarly, 'members' started calling themselves
Derelicts because they have acknowledged that
without Truth they are without the a most basic
right. As such all Derelicts have dedicated their
lives to finding hidden truths, exposing lies, and
shining light on the corrupt. This vision of a world
without secrecy is what drives The Resentful. to
say you are looking for The Truth is a bigger
statement than saying you are looking for Truths or
a Truth; The Truth is a Utopian ideal that may or
may not be attainable. Never the less, you are
seeking The Truth as a Derelict.
Until now, there has been no known place where
The Resentful have gathered (physically or
virtually). You find yourself in that very place; ready
to uncover whatever truths you can. To do so, you
will need to work with your fellow Derelicts. But be
careful who you trust, because for every person
who seeks the truth is another who wishes to keep
it covered up.
Derelict Alpha (DA) created this forum and podcast
as a sort of Oasis of Truth in a Desert of Lies. No
one knows exactly who Derelict Alpha is, but he is

DA will guide you through your journey for The
Truth. Look for his posts on this forum and listen for
his broadcasts on the Derelict Radio podcast feed.
It is there that you will learn where to start.
So what else do you need to know? Secrets of the
game can be found across the internet, in the audio
of the podcast, or even hidden somewhere in your
hometown. Be curious.

Character Creation
Creating a Derelict is easy. After all, we are all truth
seekers at heart.

Trait Levers of a Derelict
There are three Levers that make up a Derelict,
each one represents a balance between two
opposing Traits. Any Lever skewed heavily to one
Trait end neglects the other end equally. Together
these are known as Trait Levers. These Levers are:
Curiosity - Use this Lever when you are actively
seeking the Truth through some kind of research.
How likely are you to research something
completely new to you (Wide) versus learning
everything there is to know about a subject you're
already familiar with (Deep)?
•

•

Wide - You cast a broad net, taking in data
from many sources about many loosely
related subjects
Deep - You drill down into the nitty gritty
using your already vast knowledge of a
subject

Observation - Use this Lever when you notice
something interesting or relevant while doing
something not related to research. Do you tend to
focus on the minute details of a situation (Micro) or
do you more often see the big picture (Macro)?
•

Micro - You catch the tiniest variances and
inconsistencies, and these drive your
decisions

•

Macro - You look at a situation and make
sweeping observations with little to no effort
at all

Obsession - Use this Lever when you are
accessing a memory or using speculation. Do you
spend more time thinking about what has
happened (Past) or what will happen (Future)?
•

Past - Perhaps you're a history buff, or you
just can't let go of that one time you saw
that one thing

•

Future - What happened has happened, so
you look forward, always thinking about
what's next

Each Lever is assigned a point value between 3
and 9. Then those values are split in any way
between the two traits on that Lever. When you are
called to make a skill check that number is how
many 10-sided dice (d10) will be rolled when your
Post is resolved.

For example; you assign 8 points to Curiosity, and
then split that between Wide (3) and Deep (5). You
would then get 5d10 when resolving a Deep
Curiosity Post.

Creating a Derelict
To make your Derelict start by simply distributing
15 points between Curiosity, Observation, and
Obsession Levers. Remember that each Lever
must have between 3 and 9 points assigned to
each. Then distribute those between the Traits on
each Lever. The recommended way to document
your Levers and Traits is to follow this formatting:
Curiosity - Wide (n), Deep (n)
Observation - Micro (n), Macro (n)
Obsession - Past (n), Future (n)
Once you have determined these statistics, you can
now determine your Background. Your
background can be as in-depth or sparse as you
feel is necessary to bring your Derelict to life. This
information will be viewable by anyone in the
Derelict community, so it's advised to think of this
as a sort of documentation of your Derelict's
reputation. Remember, the Resentful is all about
The Truth, so be open and honest here. Are you
the type of Derelict who believes omission is a form
of untruth?
Once you have this information ready, navigate to
your Derelict Forum Profile in the upper right corner
of the forum (you'll need to create a forum account;
remember, you'll need to confirm your account by
stating The First Truth of The Resentful before
gaining full access). Add your Lever/Trait values to
your About Page, along with any background
information you have come up with. It is very
important to have your Trait values in your About
Page: if you do not have trait values in this
section you will not be able to Resolve Posts!
You can also update your forum handle, profile
picture, and cover image at this time.

Advancing Your Derelict
Derelict iRPG does not use experience points or
any set method of tracking character advancement.
Instead, you will know when it is time to advance
your Derelict when a Post that you helped Resolve
is closed by Derelict Alpha with a Truth Token as
the final comment. You never know then Derelict
Alpha will close a Post with a Truth Token, so try to
get in on as many posts as you can to increase
your chances of advancing your knowledge of the
Truth. When you receive a Truth Token, you can
add one point to any trait that you used to Resolve
that Post.

Finding The Truth
The core of Derelict iRPG is The Truth Board, right
here on the Derelict forum. This is where and how
you will interact with the mysteries presented to you
on the podcast by DA. Each broadcast will
generate several Leads that you need to follow in
order to advance the game. Sometimes DA will be
specific about a Lead that should be followed, but
more often than not he will simply lay out the facts
during the broadcast and let you decide where to
look for The Truth.

Truths, Leads, and Lies
A Derelict's driving force is The Truth. In your
pursuit of The Truth you will encounter many
successes and many failures. In order to properly
understand the following section we must define a
few terms as they relate to Derelict iRPG.
Leads - Every mystery starts with a Lead; some tip
or clue that points you in the direction of The Truth.
Every Lead ends in either a Truth or a Lie. There
are four kinds of Leads in Derelict.
•

Lead - This is the standard Lead and in
most cases the kind you will get from DA on
the Podcast. It provides no bonuses or
hindrances when searching for The Truth,
and therefore requires 3 successes to turn
into a Truth.

•

Hot Lead - When someone puts in serious
work to digging up The Truth but doesn't
quite get there, you are left with a Hot Lead.
When responding to a post that ended up a
Hot Lead, you will require only 1 success to
uncover your Truth.

•

Buried Lead - You followed the Lead in the
wrong direction or just got too bogged down
in the details. Whatever the case is, the
trail's gone cold and the Lead is dead. A
Buried Lead can't turn into a Truth until DA
revisits it on the Podcast. That Post will be
closed permanently.

•

Split Lead - Sometimes the Truth leads to
only more questions. Sometimes questions
can lead to more questions. When a Post
receives two or more replies before DA can
Resolve the first, the Lead Splits. See more
in the section Conflicts of Post Timing.

Truths - A Truth is the desired outcome of following
a Lead. Truths allow the story to progress in your
favor, and will always get mentioned by DA in the
podcast. Once a Post has Resolved to a Truth it is
closed for further commenting.

Lies - Clearly the opposite of Truths, Lies hinder
the story from progressing in a favorable way. DA
will mention Lies on the podcast as well, however
they may be perceived as Truths to the uninitiated.
Any Post that Resolves into a Lie is closed at that
time.

Anatomy of a Post
Unlike traditional role playing games, your
character interacts with the story by creating posts
on the Derelict Forum. Instead of reacting in real
time, you will create written narratives that could
occur in the present or past. If you are familiar with
Play-by-Post games you have a good start on how
to proceed, but even still, read on because there
are important differences in Derelict iRPG.
When you are ready to start investigating a Lead,
simply head over to The Truth Board and click
'Create New Post'. In the Post Title give a brief
description of the mystery or lead you are
researching, then in the Body of the post you will
describe the actions you took and the information
you gained. Posts can be as long or short as you
want, but be sure to include all of the following
information in every post:
•

Time - The date or general time period that
the research occurred. This could be today,
yesterday, or 10 years ago; as long as you
can make it fit into the greater narrative of
the current story of Derelict iRPG.

•

Object - A person or place that you went to
in order to get the information. Maybe it's a
hacker friend you know from your day job;
maybe it's an online database that you
found on the dark web; maybe a random
stranger approached you on the street; or it
could even be a strange dream you had the
night before. Be creative, but be
reasonable.

•

Subject - One (and only one) Truth or new
Lead that you discovered in your research.
At the end of every post you should come to
some sort of conclusion about the Lead that
you were following. You are given the
freedom here to move the story in any
direction you wish. Maybe your research
only dug up more questions, which would
leave the post open for other Derelicts to
contribute. Or you could decide that you are
ready to uncover a Truth related to the Lead
and unveil something that will drive the story
further along. Remember, only one Truth or
Lead per post and make sure to specify

whether you uncovered a Truth or found
another Lead.
•

Trait - Which Trait Lever you want to use to
Resolve the Post along with a justification
for using that trait. Many times your post will
be justification enough, for example if you
write a post about remembering some longburied memory from your childhood you
might naturally choose Past Obsession as
the Trait Lever to use. However, at DA's
discretion your Post may be Resolved using
a different Trait if he believes the one you
chose was not relevant to the research you
did.

If your Post doesn't include all of these
requirements it may get TOST (tossed). You will
know if your Post is TOST because DA replies
simply with TOST, with one or more letters bolded.
If you create a Post and receive a reply from DA
that looks like this: 'TOST', that means you are
missing the Trait requirement. If your Post is TOST,
simply edit the post by clicking the three vertical
dots in the upper right corner of the Post, add the
missing requirement, and click Update. Once the
Post has been updated, Reply to your Post letting
DA know you've fixed it. If a TOST Post hasn't been
fixed within 24 hours it will be removed from The
Truth Board.
This format of role-playing is probably a foreign
concept to many, so a detailed example of what a
Post should look like is provided here, or simply
look for the Sample Post pinned to the top of The
Truth Board.

Resolving a Post
Once you have submitted a post onto The Truth
Board it will effectively become canon. However,
sometimes The Truth doesn't want to be revealed,
and it can be hard to tell the difference between
Truth and Lies. Shortly after you submit your Post
to The Truth Board, DA will reply as a comment
with a single number. That number will determine
how confident you are that the information you
learned is indeed True. It is determined by the
number of 9's and 10's rolled on your Trait Lever;
which is rolled by DA when your Post is submitted.
The following assumes you are following a Lead.
•

0 - If your Subject was a Truth, it in fact was
not a Truth, but instead turns into a Lie. If
your Subject was a Lead it turns into a
Buried Lead. If following a Hot Lead it
becomes a Lead.

•

1 - If your Subject was a Truth, you are
pretty certain it is True, but it requires
further investigation; it turns into a Lead. If
your Subject was a Lead it stays a Lead.

•

2 -You are right on the trail of something
True, it's just around the corner. The next
Post will be following a Hot Lead.

•

3 - If your Subject was a Truth, you have
every confidence that what you found out is
in fact a true Truth. If your Subject was a
Lead it is a Hot Lead.

Posts will stay open for further commenting as long
as the last Post is a Lead or Hot Lead. Replying to
Posts follows the same structure and rules as
Creating a new Post, with the exception of not
requiring a Post Title. Additionally you cannot use
the same Trait Lever that has been used
anywhere in the Post. If a Post gets to 5 Replies
without resolving to a Truth (in other words, all 6
Trait Levers have been used), the Post will Resolve
into a Buried Lead.
You cannot directly follow up on a Lead that you
wrote, however if another Derelict investigates your
Lead and it is left as a Lead or Hot Lead you can
then follow up on that Lead.
As you can see it can be extremely difficult to find
the Truth by simply following a Lead. Instead, it is
often most prudent to work with other Derelicts to
turn Leads into Hot Leads, and then into Truths.
Nothing is stopping a Derelict from seeking the
Truth on their own, except the Truth itself of course.
Once a Post has Resolved to a Truth, Lie, or Buried
Lead it will be closed for further commenting. You
will recognize this by a padlock symbol appearing
next to the Post Title. Remember that when a Post
is Resolved and the last comment is a Truth Token
posted by DA it is automatically considered a Truth,
and anyone who helped Resolve the Post can
Advance.

Leads vs. Truths
So you may be asking yourself, what's the
difference between a Lead and a Truth? It turns
out, there is very little difference between the two
as it pertains to actually writing your Post. A Post
with Lead as a Subject could just as easily be

presented as a Truth without changing a single
word. The difference then, is the outcome of the
Post after it is Resolved, and how likely it is to work
against you.
Truth Posts obviously have the potential to be
Resolved as Truths. This means that the Subject
you wrote about will be a major plot development
brought to light in the coming Derelict Radio
broadcasts. DA will investigate your Truth further
and move the game forward toward The Truth.
However, Truths on their own can be difficult to
come by and can even become Lies if investigated
carelessly; and that’s where Leads come into play.
A Post with a Lead Subject will not turn into a major
plot point, however they make finding Truths much
easier when you have several Derelicts following
them. Leads are really just smaller facts, so writing
them is almost identical to writing a Truth. Leads
play a vital role in uncovering the Truth, don’t forget
that.

Conflicts of Post Timing
Sometimes two Derelicts will reply to the same
Lead within minutes or even seconds of each other,
resulting in a Split Lead. DA will Resolve the first
Post that appears on the list of Replies with the
number of successes along with the word Split and
create a new Post for each other Reply under his
handle. Regardless of the Subject of the original
Reply, these will be posted as Leads and Resolved
using the same Trait Lever. The Derelict who
originally posted the Reply will be credited in the
post, with the added benefit of being able to follow
up on that Lead her or himself.

The First Truth
Find it here.

Going the Extra Mile
Posts don't have to be limited to just text! Images,
videos, and audio are all very much welcome and

encouraged when creating Posts. Write a Post
about finding a mysterious map? Include a picture
of that map! Did you find an old tape with weird
chanting? Record it and put a link to the recording
in your Post. Not only does this kind of
supplementary material make the world richer and
more interesting, but it also gives your Post a
higher probability of being Resolved with a Truth
Token. At times DA will award a free success for a
particularly great post. Your audio/video will be
shared on Derelict Radio, and your images will be
mentioned and linked to in show notes.
Those generous Patreon backers have access to
special tokens that make Truths slightly less
elusive.
•

Owl Tokens. Once per month you can add
an Owl Token to the end of one of your
posts to give it one automatic Success.
Available to Owl Tier and higher.

•

Beta Tokens. Once per month you can use
a Beta Token to add one success to any
other Derelict's post after it has been
Resolved. Simply add a Comment to any
Open Post with the image of a Beta Token,
DA will then respond with the updated
result. Available to Derelict Beta Tier and
higher

Owl & Beta Tokens refresh on the first day of the
month and do not carry over. DA will track the use
of Tokens and will disregard any Token used past
that Derelict's limit.

Weekly Cutoff
The Derelict Radio podcast will hit feeds late
Sunday night or early Monday mornings each
week. In order to ensure your Truths are included in
that week's podcast make sure your Posts are
submitted and Resolved by 11:59pm Eastern time
the prior Saturday. All Posts remaining open will be
carried over to the following week.

Glossary of Terms
About Page - This acts as your character sheet where you list your Trait Levers and Background.
Advance - When presented with a Truth Token in a Post you can add 1 point to any Trait Lever that you used
to Resolve that post.
Background - Think of this as your reputation in The Resentful. This is just anything you want other Derelicts
to know about you.
Buried Lead - You followed the Lead in the wrong direction or just got too bogged down in the details.
Whatever the case is, the trail's gone cold and the Lead is dead. A Buried Lead can't turn into a Truth until DA
revisits it on the Podcast. That Post will be closed permanently.
Closed - When a Post has Resolved into a Truth, Lie, or Buried Lead it is Closed - no further commenting is
allow on that Post.
Curiosity - Use this Lever when you are actively seeking the Truth through some kind of research.
DA - Derelict Alpha. The proprietor of the Derelict iRPG forum, and host of the Derelict Radio podcast. In other
games you might consider him the Game Master, though he is so much more, and so much less at the same
time.
Deep - You drill down into the nitty gritty using your already vast knowledge of a subject. One of the Traits that
makes up the Curiosity Lever.
Derelict - You. A seeker of Truth. A member of The Resentful.
Derelict Radio - The weekly broadcast on The Closet Gamer podcast feed hosted by DA; where you will get
new Leads and hear about recently discovered Truths from the Truth Board.
Future - There's just something about your ability to speculate that always makes you right. One of the Traits
that makes up the Obsession Lever.
Hot Lead - When someone puts in serious work to digging up The Truth but doesn't quite get there, you are
left with a Hot Lead. When responding to a post that ended up a Hot Lead, you will require only 1 success to
uncover your Truth.
iRPG - Short hand for Interactive Alternate Reality Role Play Game. Really it's just much easier to type, read
and say. It's what Derelict is.
Lead - This is the standard Lead and in most cases the kind you will get from DA on the Podcast. It provides
no bonuses or hindrances when searching for The Truth, and therefore requires 3 successes to turn into a
Truth.
Lever - The three main methods of research a Derelict uses to find Truths. Curiosity, Observation, and
Obsession. Each has two associated Traits.
Lie - Lies hinder the story from progressing in a favorable way. DA will mention Lies on the podcast as well,
however they may be perceived as Truths to the uninitiated.
Macro - You look at a situation and make sweeping observations with little to no effort at all. One of the Traits
that makes up the Observation Lever.
Micro - You catch the tiniest variances and inconsistencies, and these drive your decisions. One of the Traits
that makes up the Observation Lever.
Object - One of the requirements of a valid Post. A person or place that you went to in order to get the
information.
Observation - Use this Lever when you notice something interesting or relevant while doing something not
related to research.
Obsession - Use this Lever when you are accessing a memory or using speculation.

Past - You rely heavily on your memory to come to conclusions. One of the Traits that makes up the
Obsession Lever.
Post - The primary method of interacting with Derelict iRPG. This is how you find Truths and follow Leads.
Reply - This is how you interact with other Derelicts. This is a sub-Post where you follow up on Leads
presented by other Derelicts.
Resolve - When DA responds to a Post with a number, that Post is considered Resolved. This is how you
determine whether your Post turns into a Truth, a Lie, or a Lead.
Split Lead - Sometimes the Truth leads to only more questions. Sometimes questions can lead to more
questions. When a Post receives two or more replies before DA can Resolve the first, the Lead Splits. See
more in the section Conflicts of Post Timing.
Subject - One of the requirements of a valid Post. The Truth or new Lead that you discovered in your
research.
Successes - Successes are 9's and 10's on a rolled ten-sided die (d10). All dice are rolled by DA.
The First Truth - Nice Try. Keep Reading. Keep Seeking. You are here to Find the Truth.
The Resentful - A loosely affiliated group of people obsessed with ridding the world of Lies and secrecy.
The Truth - Not to be confused with A Truth, The Truth is what all Derelicts are trying to achieve; a state of no
secrets, no lies, and no obfuscation in the world.
Time - One of the requirements of a valid Post. The date that the research occurred.
TOST - The term used for posts that are lacking one of the requirements of a valid Post. Posts that have been
TOST without being fixed will be deleted.
Trait - One of the two ends of a Lever (Wide, Deep, Micro, Macro, Past, Future). Also one of the requirements
of a valid post. Which Trait Lever you want to use to Resolve the Post.
Trait Lever - The way to describe what will be tested in the skill check, for example Micro Observation.
Truth - A Truth is the desired outcome of following a Lead. Truths allow the story to progress in your favor, and
will always get mentioned by DA in the podcast.
Truth Board - This is where you will create and reply to Posts.
Truth Token - A coin presented to Derelicts who have uncovered certain Truths. It allows you to Advance your
Derelict.
Wide - You cast a broad net, taking in data from many sources about many loosely related subjects. One of
the Traits that makes up the Curiosity Lever.

